Abstract-We study how to characterize the families of paths between any two nodes s, t in a sensor network with holes. Two paths that can be deformed to one another through local changes are called homotopy equivalent. Two paths that pass around holes in different ways have different homotopy types. With a distributed algorithm we compute an embedding of the network in hyperbolic space by using Ricci flow such that paths of different homotopy types are mapped naturally to paths connecting s with different images of t. Greedy routing to a particular image is guaranteed with success to find a path with a given homotopy type. This leads to simple greedy routing algorithms that are resilient to both local link dynamics and large scale jamming attacks and improve load balancing over previous greedy routing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is motivated by routing algorithm designs that are resilient to dynamics in a sensor network. In a typical large scale sensor network, there are network changes of different scales. At the node level resolution, wireless links could undergo sporadic changes. Link quality varies over time. Nodes may fail. Packets may get lost due to wireless interference as in the hidden terminal problem. At a larger scale, communication links in a region can be temporarily disabled by jamming attacks, either imposed by malicious parties [25] , or as a result of co-located multiple benign wireless networks interfering with each other. For example, experiments have shown that 802.15.4 sensor network interferes with existing WiFi network resulting in 54% packet loss [15] . In both cases, it is unpredictable whether a packet is able to go through along a predetermined path. We need resilient routing schemes that can tolerate such sudden changes of link quality and have flexibility to reactively choose one from many possible paths to the destination. For a source s and a destination t there are many different paths from s to t. Explicitly storing all of them, for all possible source destination pairs, is clearly not feasible in a resource constrained sensor network. Previous work on routing resilience has mainly focused on heuristic algorithms for multipath routing [7] . Randomization may also be used in the routing metric to introduce some path diversity. However, it is still unclear how to evaluate the resilience of a set of paths obtained this way. How do we know that we take a path 'sufficiently far away' from the previous one? In this paper we would like to study in depth the characteristics of the 'space of paths': the classification of paths and design of light-weight routing schemes that can easily navigate in this space of paths, leading to improved resilience to failures at different scales.
In this paper we focus on large networks with non-uniform sensor distribution. The network can have a complex shape with multiple holes. As networks grow large in size and terrain variation and obstacles/landscape features forbid sensor placement, it is unrealistic to assume that the sensors are always uniformly deployed in a region of some regular shape. Furthermore, the problem of resilient routing in a multi-hole network is particularly challenging -intuitively this involves some relatively global decisions such as whether we should route from the left of the hole or from the right of the hole.
Path homotopy types.
Let us look at the example in Fig. 1 . There are three holes in the network and there are many different ways to route from s to t. Observe that the paths α, β, γ are all different in a global sense. They get around the three holes in different ways. One can not deform α to β unless it jumps over some hole. However, paths γ and δ are only different in a local manner. One can deform γ to δ smoothly through some local changes. This difference is characterized by the homotopy type of a path. Two paths in a Euclidean domain are homotopy equivalent if one can smoothly deform one to the other. Paths that are pairwise homotopy equivalent are said to have the same homotopy type. The number of homotopy types is infinite, as one can tour around a hole k times, with any integer k. But for most routing scenarios we only care about a small number of homotopy types. Understanding the homotopy types of the paths from s to t is important for load balancing and resilience. For example, sporadic link dynamics (unless they create a hole) can be possibly avoided by taking a slightly different path with the same homotopy type. But to get around a large jamming attack that destroys a 'bridge' of the network we will have to take a path of different homotopy type. Now the question is, how to compute the homotopy type of a given path? How to tell two paths are homotopy equivalent or not? How to choose a path that has a different homotopy type from the previous one? How to find the shortest path of a given homotopy type? For all these questions we need a compact way to encode the homotopy type of all the paths, and a distributed, local algorithm to find a path of a given homotopy type.
Our approach. Our solution is to embed the given network 978-1-4244-5837-0/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE Computing the shortest path on the hyperbolic embedding of universal covering space for a 3-connected domain S. S is embedded to hyperbolic polygon on the Poincaré disk in (a) with the homotopy group (π 1 -group) shown in the top frame of (b) with homotopy group generators {a 1 , a 2 }. Given the source s and target t on S, the family of the shortest path γ from s to t is computed as the geodesicsγ from s to the images of t on universal covering space (UCS). In theory, there are infinite shortest paths from s to t. The bottom frame of (b) shows the shortest path within one fundamental domain, which differs from frame (8) in (c) by a word a 1 a
2 . (c) continues to illustrate the other shortest paths under the 2-ringed UCS setting. Notice that frames (1-4) can also be given by the 1-ringed UCS, which has provided rich information for greedy routing. [26] in hyperbolic space. We first compute a triangulation of the network from the connectivity graph by a distributed and local algorithm developed in [22] . Holes are modeled as nontriangular faces. The holes in the network are cut open to get a simply connected triangulation. Let us call it T . Using the Ricci flow algorithm (to be explained later) we embed T in a convex region S in hyperbolic space. Each node is given a hyperbolic coordinate. Each edge uv has a length d (u, v) as the geodesic between u, v in the hyperbolic space. In this way, greedy routing with the hyperbolic metric, i.e., send the message to the neighbor closer to the destination measured by hyperbolic distance, has guaranteed delivery.
In fact, with the Ricci flow algorithm we can get the embedding of the triangulation T to infinitely many patches. Each patch is a convex piece and the patches are congruent (isometric) to each-other. Two patches can be transformed to one another by a suitable isometry-preserving transformation in the hyperbolic plane. The patches are glued naturally along their shared boundaries and they tile an unbounded portion of the hyperbolic plane. This is called the universal covering space of the topology of the network. We fix the sourceŝ 1 in one patchT 1 , and take the image of the destinationt i in patchT i . All the paths that connect s to t with the same homotopy type will map to the paths that all connectŝ 1 to the same imagê t i . Thus, if we would like to get a path of different homotopy type from the previous one, we can simply use greedy routing to find one betweenŝ 1 and a different imaget j . In other words, the paths of different homotopy type are compactly coded by different images of the destination in the embedding. Although there are theoretically infinitely many images (and infinitely many homotopy types for paths connecting s and t), all these cases can be generated from a small amount of information. For practical settings we only care about a constant number of different homotopy types (paths that surround a hole many times are not interesting). Thus we need to be concerned about only the corresponding patches in the covering space.
Recall that the hyperbolic embedding is convex. That is, all the hole boundaries are on the outer boundary of the embedding, and the shortest path of a particular homotopy type between any two points will not pass through a boundary unless either the source or the destination is on the boundary. This is different from many greedy routing schemes that route 'around holes' by following the hole boundaries [1] , [3] , [13] , [22] , with which boundary nodes necessarily carry more traffic. Thus our scheme has better load balancing than previous schemes, as demonstrated by simulation results.
The universal covering space can be used to find loops of different homotopy types when s = t. For any point s, we can find its images in different patchesŝ 1 ,ŝ i , i = 1. The path connectingŝ 1 ,ŝ i is a loop in the original triangulation. The paths connectingŝ 1 with different other imagesŝ i have different homotopy types (i.e., surrounding different set of holes). This can be useful for the applications when we want to find a loop surrounding a target hole or multiple target holes. Or, given any target hole, test whether a group of sensors successfully surround it (mathematically speaking, cycle contractibility). If we want to count the number of people entering/leaving a building, we only need to activate a loop of sensors surrounding the building and aggregate their detections. As there can be many different loops by choosing different s and different paths connecting two images of s, we can have different loops taking turns to accomplish the sensing task.
To summarize, we compute an embedding of a given network in the hyperbolic space such that 1) Delivery is guaranteed by greedy routing. 2) Paths of different homotopy types are grouped as paths connecting the source to different images of the destination in the embedding. One can easily use greedy routing to select paths of different homotopy types.
3) The greedy path (i.e., the shortest path in the hyperbolic metric) does not go through any boundary node unless the source or destination is on the boundary. This means that the boundary nodes are not getting more load, as is typical in many greedy routing schemes.
The embedding is computed through a distributed, iterative algorithm using Ricci flow, which was introduced by Richard Hamilton for Riemannian manifolds of any dimension in his seminal work [9] in 1982. Intuitively, on a Riemannian surface the Riemannian metric specifies the length of any curve on the surface, which then determines the Guassian curvature at any point. A surface Ricci flow is a process to deform the Riemannian metric of the surface, in proportion to Gaussian curvatures, such that the curvature evolves in the same manner as heat diffusion. It is a powerful tool for finding a Riemannian metric satisfying the prescribed Gaussian curvature and has been applied in the proof of the Poincare conjecture on 3-manifolds [16] - [18] . Chow and Luo [2] extended the idea to a discrete triangulated surface and proved a general existence and convergence theorem for the discrete Ricci flow. Jin et.al. provided an algorithm in [11] . In our case, we use Ricci flow to deform the network such that all the interior vertices have curvature −1 (thus being flat on a hyperbolic plane) and vertices on boundary have curvature 0 (thus following a hyperbolic straight line). The network is mapped to a convex piece in the hyperbolic space and is exactly what we need for routing.
Related work on greedy routing. Greedy routing has been extensively studied in sensor networks. The greedy criterion can be minimizing distance to the destination, measured by geographical coordinates [1] , [13] or virtual coordinates of an embedding of the network in some space [19] , [22] . Most of these greedy methods do not guarantee delivery [1] , [13] , [19] . In our previous work, we used Euclidean Ricci flow to embed the network in the Euclidean plane such that all the network holes are circular and greedy routing has guaranteed success. In another work, Flury et.al. shows a greedy scheme to find paths of bounded stretch [4] , with an embedding in O(log n) dimensional Euclidean space. Embedding of the network in hyperbolic space has also been proposed by Kleinberg [14] . He shows that any tree can be embedded in a hyperbolic space such that greedy routing works on the tree. This is used to show that any graph has an embedding in hyperbolic space that admits greedy routing.
None of the greedy methods above is able to find paths of different homotopy types, which is the focus of this paper.
II. THEORETIC BACKGROUND
This section briefly introduces the theoretic background necessary for the current work. For details, we refer readers to [21] for algebraic topology and [23] for differential geometry.
A. Homotopy Group and Universal Covering Space
Let S be a topological surface, and p be a point of S. All loops with base point p are classified by homotopy relations. All homotopy equivalence classes form the homotopy group or fundamental group π 1 (S, p), where the product is defined as the concatenation of two loops through their common base point.
Suppose S is of genus zero with n + 1 boundaries,
where b 0 is the exterior boundary, b k , k > 0 are interior ones, then S is called a n + 1 connected domain, or simply a multiply connected domain. Figure 1 shows a 4-connected domain. In the following discussion, we always assume n > 1. π(S, p) is a free group generated by {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n }, where a k goes around the kth boundary b k .
A covering space of S is a spaceS together with a continuous surjective map h :S → S, such that for every p ∈ S there exists an open neighborhood U of p such that h −1 (U ) (the inverse image of U under h) is a disjoint union of open sets inS each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto U by h. The map h is called the covering map. A simply connected covering space is a universal covering space (UCS).
A deck transformation of a cover h :S → S is a homeomorphism f :S →S such that h • f = h. All deck transformations form a group, the so-called deck transformation group. A fundamental domain of S is a simply connected domain, which intersects each orbit of the deck transformation group only once.
Suppose γ ⊂ S is a loop through the base point p on S. Let p 0 ∈S be a preimage of the base point p,
The deck transformation group Deck(S) is isomorphic to the homotopy group π 1 (S, p). Figure  2 shows the 2-ringed UCS on H 2 for a 3-connected domain.
B. Uniformization Metric
Let S be a surface embedded in R 3 . S has a Riemannian metric induced from the Euclidean metric of R 3 , denoted by g. The total Gaussian curvature of S is solely determined by the topology of the surface, as shown below.
Theorem 2.1 (Gauss-Bonnet):
The total Gaussian curvature is given by S KdA + ∂S k g ds = 2πχ(S), where K is the Gaussian curvature on interior points, k g is the geodesic curvature on boundary points ∂S, χ(S) is the Euler characteristic number of S.
Suppose u : S → R is a scalar function defined on S. Then g = e 2u g is also a Riemannian metric on S and is conformal to the original one. Any surface admits a Riemannian metric of constant Gaussian curvature, which is conformal to the original metric. Such metric is called the uniformization metric.
Theorem 2.2 (Uniformization):
Suppose S is a n + 1 connected domain with a Riemannian metric g, n > 1, then there exists a Riemannian metricg, such thatg induces −1 Gaussian curvature at every interior point of S, 0 geodesic curvature at every boundary point. Furthermore,g is conformal to g.
C. Poincaré Disk Model and Hyperbolic Uniformization
In this work, we use Poincaré disk to model the hyperbolic space H 2 , which is the unit disk |z| < 1 on the complex plane with the metric
In this model the isometry-preserving transformations of the plane are given by Möbius transformations of the form:
where θ and z 0 are parameters. The geodesics, or hyperbolic lines, are circular arcs perpendicular to the unit circle. Let z 1 and z 2 be two points inside the Poincaré disk, then there exits a unique geodesic passing through z 1 and z 2 . See Fig. 3 (a) . Suppose the geodesic intersects the unit circle at ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 1 is closer to z 1 and ξ 2 is closer to z 2 , then hyperbolic distance
is a real number, because four points z 1 , z 2 , ξ 1 , ξ 2 are on the same circle.
Suppose S is a multiply connected genus zero surface with the hyperbolic uniformization metricg. Then its universal covering space (S,g) can be isometrically embedded in H 2 .
Any deck transformation ofS is a Möbius transformation, and called a Fuchsian transformation. These transformations form a group called the Fuchsian group of S.
The following properties about the hyperbolic uniformization metric of a multiply connected domain can be deduced from Theorem 2.2. These are useful for routing in sensor networks.
Corollary 2.3 (Convexity):
Suppose S is a multiply connected domain with the hyperbolic uniformization metric, p and q are two points on S. In each homotopy class, the geodesic connecting p and q exists, and is unique.
Similarly, the universal covering spaceS with the hyperbolic metricg is also convex, its boundaries become hyperbolic lines (geodesics). In hyperbolic space H 2 , two points determine a unique hyperbolic line (geodesic). Two lines intersect at a single point. Therefore, Corollary 2.4: If a geodesic connecting p and q in (S,g) intersects the boundary ∂S, then at least one of p or q is on the boundary. Given two points p and q on a multiply connected domain S, fix a path γ 0 from p to q. Let γ be another path from p and q, then the concatenation γγ
0 is a loop with the base point q, we say the homotopy type of γγ
is the homotopy type of γ. By this way all paths from p to q are classified by homotopy.
Corollary 2.5 (Shortest Path): Let S be a multiply connected domain with hyperbolic metric. Given two points p and q on S, then for each homotopy class in π 1 (S, p), there exists a unique geodesic from p to q.
Namely, given a word in π 1 (S) representing a homotopy type, one can find the unique geodesic of that type from p to q.
Figures 2 shows the case of 3-connected domain for computing the shortest paths from the geodesics on hyperbolic UCS. Each geodesic on UCS is projected to a shortest path on the original domain. Each of them has different homotopy type, which is determined by the homotopy word. Figure 6 shows two shortest paths with different homotopy types in 1-ring of universal covering space.
D. Ricci Flow
Ricci flow is a powerful curvature flow method, invented by Hamilton for the proof of the Poincaré conjecture [10] . Intuitively, Ricci flow is the process to deform the Riemannian metric according to the curvature, such that the curvature evolves like a heat diffusion process:
where K is the Gaussian curvature induced by the metric g(t), A is the area of the surface. For closed surfaces with nonpositive Euler numbers, Hamilton proved the convergence of Ricci flow in [10] : Theorem 2.6 (Hamilton 1988) : For a closed surface of nonpositive Euler characteristic, if the total area of the surface is preserved during the flow, the Ricci flow will converge to a metric such that the Gaussian curvature is constant everywhere.
In our case, a multiply connected domain is not closed. However, we can glue two copies of the same multiply connected domain along their common boundaries to form a symmetric high genus surface. By applying Hamilton's Ricci flow we can get the hyperbolic metric everywhere. Furthermore, because of the symmetry, the geodesic curvatures along the boundaries of the original surface will become zero.
Corollary 2.7: For a n + 1 connected domain, if the total area of the surface is preserved during the flow, the Ricci flow will converge to a metric such that the Gaussian curvature is constant on interior points and the geodesic curvature is zero on the boundary points.
Thus, we can compute the hyperbolic uniformization metric using surface Ricci flow method, as in this paper.
III. HYPERBOLIC EMBEDDING ALGORITHMS
This section shows how to obtain a hyperbolic embedding of the universal covering space. In the next section we will show how to use the hyperbolic embedding for greedy routing realizing paths of different homotopy types. 
A. Triangulation of Sensor Networks
To obtain the hyperbolic embedding, we first need a triangulation from the connectivity graph of a sensor network. In our previous work [22] we have proposed distributed algorithms to extract a triangulation from a unit disk graph (UDG) or a quasi unit disk graph. All non-triangular faces are interior holes.
Location-based triangulation. When the nodes have their locations, we can compute a triangulation as the restricted Delaunay graph (RDG) [8] . In particular, each node computes the Delaunay triangulation of its 1-hop neighborhood. Neighboring nodes exchange their local Delaunay triangulations and remove edges that are invalidated in any local Delaunay triangulation. In [22] we have extended the method to quasi-unit disk graphs with parameter 1 ≤ α ≤ √ 2. This is a graph where nodes less than 1/α away always have an edge, while nodes between 1/α and 1 away may not have an edge. The idea is to compute the RDG with 1/α sized disks for neighborhoods instead of unit disk neighborhoods, which produces a planar graph that may not be connected. Then virtual edges are included to restore the connectivity. More details can be found in [22] .
Landmark-based triangulation. When the nodes do not have locations, we can use a landmark-based scheme [5] , [6] to come up with a triangulation of the sensor field. First, a subset of nodes are selected as landmarks in a distributed manner. The landmarks are uniformly distributed such that any two landmarks are k hops apart (for a small k = 5 or 6), and any non-landmark node is within k hops of some landmark. This method requires a flood from a landmark to last only k hops, hence the overall cost is linear for a network of bounded density. Each node then selects its closest landmark and nodes closest to the same landmark are grouped in to a Voronoi cell. The adjacency of these cells give rise to a dual combinatorial Delaunay complex (CDC). Crossing edges in the CDC can be properly handled as shown in [5] , [6] so that the resulting graph is planar.
Handling degeneracies. The hyperbolic embedding algorithm requires an input as a triangulated 2D manifold. The triangulation we obtained above may have all kinds of degeneracies. For example, two holes are adjacent at a vertex, or two holes share a common boundary as a chain of nodes. See Fig. 4 (A-B) . We can add virtual nodes to eliminate such degeneracies as shown in Fig. 4 
(C).
Slicing the holes open. Once we obtain a triangulation, all non-triangular faces are holes, and their boundaries together with the outer boundary form the boundary components. We choose an arbitrary boundary component β (say, the longest). Then from each other component we flood to find a simple path to β. By a simple exchange process, it is easy to ensure that any pair of such paths do not cross. Next we cut open each hole by cutting along the corresponding path. In this process, each node on the path is split into two virtual nodes -one for each side of the path. When this process is completed, the domain is simply connected and contains no hole. In fact, it is not necessary for the cut paths to always connect to the same boundary, as long as the final result is simply connected. For example, a cut locus can determine the cuts [24] . However we will stay with the current method for simplicity of presentation.
B. Discrete Hyperbolic Ricci Flow
Given the triangulation M extracted from the sensor network connectivity graph, with {v 1 i is determined by the edge lengths using hyperbolic cosine law. The discrete Gaussian curvature is defined as the angle deficit,
Circle packing metric. We associate each vertex v i with a disk with radius γ i . On edge e ij = [v i , v j ], the two circles intersect at angle φ ij . Then the edge length l ij of e ij is determined by the hyperbolic cosine law:
A circle packing metric is denoted as (M, Γ, Φ), where Γ : v i → γ i represents the radius, Φ : e ij → φ ij represents the intersection angle. See Fig. 3 (b) . Let u i = log tanh γi 2 , the discrete Ricci flow is defined as
where K i is the discrete Gaussian curvature at v i . The convergence of the discrete Ricci flow to the hyperbolic metric is proven by Chow and Luo [2] . The Ricci energy for circle packing metric (M, Γ, Φ) is defined as
The discrete hyperbolic Ricci energy is convex. It has a unique global minimum, that induces the uniformization hyperbolic metric. Discrete Ricci flow in Eqn. 2 is the negative gradient flow of the Ricci energy. The gradient decent method (Eqn. 2) relies only on local information. At every iteration, a node needs to be only aware of the circle packing metric available from its neighbors. Therefore it admits a distributed algorithm. The details can be found in [22] .
C. Embedding in Poinaré Disk
Once the hyperbolic metric is computed, we can embed the triangulation isometrically onto the Poincaré disk [11] , [12] . 1) Suppose a hyperbolic triangle has edge lengths {l i , l j , l k }, then we compute the angle θ k using the hyperbolic cosine law of Eqn. 1. 
is the origin, φ 1 (z j ) is on the real axis.
Then we construct another Möbius transformation Observe that these are all local operations, requiring communications only between neighboring triangles. Thus, starting with an arbitrary node (say v k ) at 0, we can lay down the triangles in a distributed manner at the cost of a single flood.
One can further improve the computational accuracy for hyperbolic embedding with the methods in [11] . Figure 5 shows the hyperbolic embedding for a 5-connected domain, where the portion of UCS are constructed by gluing the fundamental domain to each cut boundary using suitable Möbius transformations.
D. Computing Fuchsian Group Generators
Let {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n } be the cuts where S is sliced along c k 's to getS, each c k is replicated to two boundary segments c points on c k determines these two quantitie uniquely. Therefore, after the embedding is available, any pair of neighboring nodes on c k can determine these generators completely locally. These can then be broadcast to the network.
E. Communication Cost
Last we summarize the communication cost involved in the construction of the hyperbolic embedding of the universal covering space. We measure the communication cost by the number of messages transmitted. The extraction of triangulation from the connectivity graph is a completely local algorithm with total messages in O(n), where n is the network size. The step to slice the network holes open uses one round of flooding from each hole. The hyperbolic Ricci flow is an iterative algorithm. The number of iterations is evaluated in the simulation section. In the curvature flow, the vertex curvature satisfies the equation
, where C 1 and C 2 are two constants. The time complexity is given by −C log δ , where is the error tolerance, δ is the step length, C is a constant [2] . The embedding is obtained again by one round of flooding from an arbitrary root triangle. The nodes on a cut determine the generator locally, the total set of generators, whose number is proportional to the number of holes in the network, is disseminated to the entire network. Thus the total message cost, except the Ricci flow part, is O(n) for a network with constant number of holes.
IV. APPLICATIONS IN ROUTING AND SURVEILLANCE
In this section we discuss applications of the covering space embedding in routing and surveillance. But first we summarize the information obtained from the embedding method above in terminology suitable for application descriptions.
The embedding provides us with infinitely many copies of the network N in the hyperbolic space. Consider any one such copy X which we call a patch or a fundamental domain. Let us name with X 1 , X 2 . . . other patches that are neighbors of X in the universal covering spaceÑ . The boundary between X and a neighboring patch X i is the image of a cut that we used to obtain a simply connected domain. In fact the boundary of X contains two different images of each cut, separating X from two different neighboring patches.
For example, consider the domain of Fig. 7 (a) , with two holes. The two cuts C and C are used to make the domain simply connected. In the interior of X every other point of N occurs exactly once. The cut C has two images C 1 and C 2 on the boundary of X, separating X from X 1 and X 2 respectively (Fig. 7 (b) ). A point p on C will have two images p 1 and p 2 on the two respective boundaries. A neighborhood B of p appears as two disjoint pieces in X, neighboring p 1 and p 2 respectively. Fig. 7 . A point p on a cut C has two images p 1 and p 2 on the boundary of a fundamental domain. The ball B around p gets split by the cut and appears in two pieces in X. This does not imply any discontinuity of the map h −1 from N toÑ . The respective other half of B always appears in the neighboring patch thus ensuring local homeomorphism of the map.
Relation to Fuchsian generators. Suppose that {g 1 , g 2 . . . } are the generators of the Fuchsian group. This means that the transformation g i maps X to X i isometrically. X can be mapped to any other patch in the covering space by application of a suitable sequence of these generators. Further, for each g i there is an inverse generator g j = g −1 i , so that g j maps X i to X. In the example of Fig. 7 ,
Information from embedding phase. The embedding method provides us with sufficient information to create the entire covering space of the network. In particular, we have: 1) At each node, its coordinate in a particular fundamental domain X. 2) For a node p on a cut path, two different sets of coordinates p 1 and p 2 as described above.
3) The set of generators G = {g 1 , g 2 . . . } of the Fuchsian group. With this background, we are ready to describe how to use this embedding information in sensor network applications.
A. Routing
First of all, note that given a coordinate for each node in a fundamental domain X, greedy routing can be used to route to any other point in X. Since X is convex in the hyperbolic plane, greedy routing using the hyperbolic metric always succeeds. However, it is not always desirable to route strictly within X as such a path may be unnecessarily long. Consider for example a small neighborhood B in Fig. 7 (a) . It is possible that images in X of two points in this region are quite far (Fig. 7 (b) ). It is true however, that the image in X of one such point must be within a small distance of the other point either in X 1 or in X 2 . Therefore, we can find a short path by routing to some other image of the destination in the covering space. Routing in covering space. We discuss the routing method that takes as input nodes (a, b) and coordinates (a| X , b| Y ), implying a query to route from the image of node a in X to the image of node b in patch Y . Recall that b| Y is obtained by applying to b| X the sequence of g i 's that map X to Y .
The routing method alternates between two phases: 1) Greedy routing. From the 1-hop neighborhood of a in the triangulation of the network, find q such that hyperbolic distance d(q| X , b| Y ) is minimized. If a itself is the minimizing node, we say this step has failed, and use phase 2, otherwise the routing proceeds from q| X . 2) Crossing the boundary. Phase 1 can fail only at the boundary between X and X i . That is, at a point like p in Fig. 7 . Without loss of generality, let us say, it fails at p 1 | X . The neighbors of p in the triangulation are divided into two sets that can be labeled as neighbors of p 1 | X and neighbors of p 2 | X respectively. We find q such that q| X is a neighbor of p 2 | X , and from there execute the routing query
. A few comments are in order. First of all, we have described the method using the triangulation graph for simplicity of description, the method can be operated on the UDG or quasi-UDG as well. In the results we present in the simulation section, the routing was done on the network graph, and not on the triangulation. Secondly, We have claimed that phase 1 fails only at boundaries of patches, never at network boundaries. This is true because in the embedding we obtain, not only is a patch a convex region, the entire covering space is convex in the hyperbolic metric. Thus, the geodesic realizing the shortest distance to destination must lie inside the covering space. Choice of routing trajectory. We now have a method to route to any image of the destination. It is however not clear which such image to select. In general this choice will depend on the needs of the application, we provide a discussion here to aid such decisions.
Consider nodes (a, b), and an arbitrary path from a| X to b| Y for an arbitrary patch Y . It is the property of the covering space that a unique choice of Y determines a unique homotopy type for the projected path in the original network. The homotopy type can be represented unambiguously by the sequence of g i s taking X to Y . An appearance of g i in the sequence implies that at some point the path crosses from Z to a neighboring patch Z i , crossing the corresponding cut. An appearance of
implies crossing the cut in the opposite direction, that is, in the covering space crossing over to Z j . If g i or g
−1 i
does not appear in the sequence, the cut is never crossed.
Such sequences can be arbitrarily long in general, but we are often interested in sequences of some finite length k . Figure 2 shows the cases for k = 2. In a network, we are often interested in the sequences where each generator appears zero or one time. A generator appearing 2 or more times simply means the path is going around a hole in cycles, this is not useful in most routing scenarios. This leaves us with a finite number possibilities. In a network with k holes, this number is at least O(2 k ), since each g i may appear zero or one times. Note that we use only O(k) storage to select from a set that is exponential in k. We can additionally restrict the sequence to k length. Thus, we select the destination image b| Y by applying such sequences to b| X and selecting appropriately. In the simulations in the next section, we select k = 1 and select b| Y that minimizes the hyperbolic distance d(a| X , b| Y ).
B. Cycle contractibility
Given a cycle in the network, we want to test whether it surrounds one or multiple holes. The test is based on the following fact. If γ is a closed curve in N andγ is a lift of γ to the covering spaceÑ , then γ is contractible if and only ifγ is a closed cycle. Therefore, given a cycle in the network, we move hop-by-hop along the cycle, and have a pointer that moves correspondingly in the covering space. The cycle is contractible if and only if the pointer returns to the starting point when the cycle ends.
We can also generate cycles that surround one or more holes. As we know, corresponding to each hole, there is a cut c connecting it to the outer boundary. Correspondingly, there are Fuchsian generators g, g −1 . To create a cycle starting at node s and surrounding a set of k holes, we just need to apply the corresponding generators to s getting s = g 1 . . . g k (s) and find a path from s to s .
This knowledge of the generators allows us to create cycles of arbitrary homotopy types, and is a simple matter to generalize to cases where all cuts do not connect to the outer boundary. We omit the details here.
V. SIMULATIONS
We carried out simulations on the graph of the network in Fig. 8 (a) , and on networks based on similar geometry but different numbers of nodes. In particular, we tested the properties of the routing method described in the previous section. The following are the major conclusions in that respect.
• The routing method successfully delivered in 100% of cases, there were no failures.
• The routing stretch (ratio of path length to the length of shortest path) was small on average, only 1.15.
• The traffic load was evenly balanced among nodes compared to other greedy routing methods. Load balancing and stretch. We ran routing queries on 10, 000 randomly selected source-destination pairs, and compared load balancing properties with Kleinberg's method [14] of embedding a spanning tree of the network in hyperbolic space and shortest path routing. In Table I , load represents the total number of messages a node has to handle. The covering space embedding has better load balancing properties is further borne out by the plots in Fig. 9 . Other greedy routing methods such as [22] tend to hug the boundary and thus produce uneven load similar to shortest path routes. One way to interpret the high load in spanning tree embedding method is that the spanning tree causes many cuts in the network such that neighbors across the cut may be quite far in the embedding. And unlike the covering space embedding, it does not restore the continuity of embedding across the cuts.
We measured the stretch on the paths, and found that the stretch was remarkably small, only about 1.15, whereas the stretch in the spanning tree embedding method is much higher -about 1.78, while the method in [22] has a stretch of 1.59.
Convergence time.
We carried out experiments to test the number of iterations of the distributed hyperbolic Ricci flow to convergence.
The results in Fig. 10 show that while the hyperbolic Ricci flow scales linearly with network size, it is somewhat slower than the Euclidean Ricci flow.
We also conducted experiments on using Newton's numerical method to compute the solution. In this centralized method, the computation is very efficient, and error reduces to 10 −8 in as few as 12 iterations. As mentioned earlier, it is possible to obtain an embedding without node locations, making use (a) (b) (c) Fig. 9 . Comparison of load distributions. (a) Load distribution in the spanning tree embedding method. Load is generally high, and is particularly high at and around the center of the tree. The tree was generated as the shortest path tree stating at a random node. This is a simple distributed way to obtain spanning trees in sensor networks; (b) Load distribution in shortest path routing. Load is seen to be higher along the boundaries and at the center; (c) Load distribution in covering space embedding is better than other methods. of triangulation on landmarks. We carried out some such operations and corresponding images are shown in Fig. 8 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed to use the embedding of the universal covering space of the sensor network in a hyperbolic space for resilient routing. In particular, one can find routes of a particular homotopy type with simple greedy methods. We also demonstrated that the greedy routing in hyperbolic space has 100% delivery and improves load balancing as the routes naturally avoid the hole boundaries. For our future work we would like to investigate further the application of the hyperbolic embedding in load balancing with provable results, as well as applications in mobile networks [20] .
